movie prop collecting with jason debord s original prop - this is a quick youtube video first look at mario kirner s new book about his friday the 13th movie prop and costume collection friday the 13th props museum, takamine guitars pete townshend s guitar gear whotabs - news june 2010 christie s auctioned a takamine en 20 acoustic as part of its popular culture rock and pop memorabilia sale held on 24 june 2010, joy division new order - new order s singles compilation from 2005 was beset by problems including a highly compressed remastering and incorrect versions of some tracks warners have fixed these issues and will release a new and improved version of this compilation on 2cd and 4lp vinyl in september, gibson guitar the smart investment - when was the last time you dusted off the boxes in the attic sorted through the items in your closet or took a good look through your loft and stumbled upon a guitar case in the corner well back in 2007 an american gentleman did exactly that when he opened up the guitar case he saw something very special inside a highly prized 1959 gibson les paul standard in pristine condition, gibson sg special pete townshend s guitar gear whotabs - gibson sg special details one piece mahogany body and one piece set neck cherry finish full black pickguard 1966 1970 models or small black pickguard 1962 1965 models white binding, vip vinyl record fairs sellers info records wanted - information for sellers from vip vinyl record fairs the biggest record fairs in the uk and europe vinyl records wanted, free travel guide to los angeles usa cn traveller - the best things to do in la go for beach lunches in santa monica shopping on rodeo drive star gazing in malibu and more loud brash and glitzy these are words long associated with the city of big money big stars and big movie kudos la is the kind of place where people mind their own business, a z of brands uk retailers easyfundraising - raising free donations when you shop online couldn t be easier you ll find big name retailers here like john lewis amazon ebay and apple all ready to help you raise more for your cause when you shop with them simply click on the categories to browse our list of retail partners or if you already know where you want to shop use the a z search below, nanuet do you remember daniel silverman seedy road - nanuet the flawed jewel of the hudson lowlands hi locals my nanuet pages are doing exactly what i hoped they would do i have gotten some wonderful emails from people who have generously shared their own memories of our humble hamlet, the australian catholic directory list of deceased clergy - 2018 2019 directory available 1 july the official directory of the catholic church is a fundamental tool for anyone working within the church and for those in the wider community who seek to make contact
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